
P7H-Term 2-Newsletter

Christmas Enterprise - 28.11.23 through 1.12.23
Arnhall Moss litterpicking walk dates:  29.11.23 and 13.12.23
from 13:35 to 14:30 please feel free to join us for a short   

              P7 Christmas party - 18.12.23
            walk.

Upcoming Events

This term we are exploring new concepts in maths, literacy and science. 
We are looking at multiplication and division (including fractions and decimals) and how the
numbers relate to one another in different ways.  In Geometry we are exploring circles - including
identifying varying parts, formulas and how to use these formulas accurately.
In science, we are exploring hydrolics and learning about the physics concepts of push and pull are
connected to the movement of machineray. Pupils have made a working crane and are going to be
 building a working lift next. 
In writing we are continuing with poetry and are currently working on writing a humourous poem;
in connection with this type of poem we will be exploring the impact of stanzas, uneven lines and
anaphora has on the reader.  With the intention that the pupils use these techniques in their own    
writing.
In our World War 1 topic we will be learning about the remaining significant battles and the
eventual ending of the war. 

FUNDRAISING EVENT PLANNING - we are reving up for our Christmas Enterprise - which is beginning
next week; please check your emails for information about the various events.
ARNHALL MOSS QUEST - we have been very excited this week as we have received two responses
for supplies from B&Q and HUWS.  
INTERSCHOOLS SPORTS EVENT - Our visits and presentations to schools has been successful - we
have confirmed the following school engagement - Crombie, Skene, Dunecht, Echt and Kinellar. 
TECHNOLOGY FUNDRAISING - This quest is still in its infancy.  The team were required to change
the focus of the group; but they have adapted and have shown real resliance and determination.
 

This term in P7H

Class quests  - metaskills - updates

Reminders!
Please ensure that your child
has all the necessary clothing
and accessories needed for
colder weather.  Additionally,
please ensure that your child
has appropriate footwear for
P.E.- unfortunately wellies are
not a suitable option :(


